If histories of medical specialities were to be weighted, cardiology and neurology might turn out to be the joint heaviest, perhaps separated by a scruple or two: or at least until the publication of this weighty tome. Into the scales would go the countless papers in journals on Galen, Harvey, Laennec and their "contribution" to cardiology, also the always welcome reprints and republications of landmarks (including the ever useful Classsics of cardiology by Willius and Keys). Then there would be the numerous definitive books chronicling the history of cardiology. Someone has yet to write a history of cardiology which is about cardiology: a twentieth-century, technologically-sophisticated, professionalized, institutionalized, highly invasive medical discipline. Histories The central sections of the book deal more predictably with the familiar narratives of public health, or-as Bames has it-the development of the dominant etiology of the disease in the special context of France. A local study of public health responses in Le Havre, the tuberculosis capital of France, demonstrates the energy and dedication of local efforts to combat the disease, perceived here as a threat to local prosperity, through campaigns against slum housing, alcoholism and specifically against the disease itself. While justifiable as meat in the narrative sandwich, this chapter sits somewhat uneasily with the rest of the book, raising questions as it does about other local responses to tuberculosis. In the final chapter, Bames opens up the "oppositional etiology" of the left-wing workers' movement at the turn of the century, and so integrates the tuberculosis story into the living politics of a wider France.
While This is by far the most comprehensive bibliography ever published on the history of medicine and health in New Zealand, and in some respects it betters its Australian counterpart, An annotated bibliography of the history ofmedicine and health care in Australia, edited by B Gandevia, A,Holster and S Simpson (Sydney, 1984) . Rather than simply follow the Australian model, Dr Dow has adopted a different system of classification, and places more emphasis on historiography by arranging the entries in each section chronologically by date of publication. Another notable departure from the Australian model is the inclusion of unpublished research essays and theses. This is especially commendable, for a great deal of worthwhile historical
